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Abstract-we describe a computerized proof, using methods of interval arithmetic and recent 
results of the authors, that the Lorenz equations support a form of chaos. We need to integrate fewer 
than 550 solutions of the equations numerically, compared with 700,000 for another recent result of 
this type. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The famous system of equations discovered by E. N. Lorenz [l] is found in computer simulations 
to have chaotic behavior, by practically any definition of that term. Yet until recently, there was 
no rigorous proof of chaotic behavior for this system. In this paper we describe such a proof. We 
use a variant of a result given in [2], together with the rigorous numerical techniques of interval 
arithmetic [3], a lemma about the rate of separation of nearby solutions, and techniques from [4] 
and [5]. 
Another computer-aided proof of chaos for the Lorenz equations was announced recently, by 
Mischaikow and Mrozek [6], who show, roughly, that there is a “horseshoe map” imbedded in the 
flow generated by the Lorenz equations. This gives a 1:l correspondence between solutions and 
sequences of two symbols. Their method can probably be used to show that there are infinitely 
many periodic solutions. Our method does not yield periodic solutions, but it finds the same 
kinds of solutions with erratic behavior, and gives precise qualitative information about these 
solutions. 
Our theorem appears to take much less computation than the result in [6]. Implementing the 
method in that paper took the integration of about 700,000 initial value problems, because it was 
necessary to consider a two dimensional set of initial conditions. Our method, which does not seek 
periodic solutions, needs fewer than 550 such integrations, all starting on a specific line segment 
in phase space. We suggest that the essence of chaos is the irregularity and unpredictability of 
the solutions, rather than periodicity. The result here is special to the Lorenz equations, but the 
one-dimensional shooting technique is useful more widely, and has been applied in several other 
examples [7-g]. 
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We consider the system 




where q, R, and s are positive parameters. For R > 1 there are three equilibrium points, (0, 0,O) 
and p* = (&dm, &dm, R - 1). At (0, 0,O) there is a one-dimensional unstable 
manifold 7 = y+ U y- U { (O,O, 0)}, where y- is the reflection of r+ across the z axis and r+ 
initially points into the positive octant. There is also a two-dimensional stable manifold. At p* 
the stable manifold may be one or three dimensional. 
The basic theorem stated below is an extension of Theorem 2 in [2], but the proof is not 
significantly different from the one outlined there. A statement of a more general result, with 
proof, will appear elsewhere. The goal of this paper is to verify the hypotheses of the theorem, 
The first hypothesis is the following: 
CONDITION A. If p = (x, y, z) is a solution of (1) with p(0) E r+, then x changes sign at least 
once, and at least one of the foJJowing two statements is true: 
(i) x’ has at least 2N + 1 sign changes, for some N 2 2. If ~0 < ~1 < -. . < 5~ are the 
first 2N sign changes of x’ in (0, co), while tr < ts are the first two zeros of x, then 
7s < tr < 71 < 72 < .** < r2N < ts. (If x does not have a second zero, set t2 = cm.) 
(ii) Either (i) holds for every N 2 2, or limt,,p(t) = p+ or p-. 
In [2] only (i), for the case N = 2, was considered, because we thought it would be difficult to 
verify the condition for larger N. However, we have now shown, for a particular set of parameter 
values, that (ii) holds. As we shall see in the theorem below, this leads to an even stronger 
conclusion than the one in [2]. 
In order to state our second hypothesis, we describe the procedure used to obtain complicated 
solutions. The method, called “shooting”, is to choose initial conditions p(0) in a certain line 
segment in the plane x = y, and give an inductive procedure for varying p(0) to obtain more and 
more complicated behavior. 
To specify this line segment, suppose that condition A is satisfied. Then the branch y+ of y 
first crosses the plane x = y at some point ps, which can be shown to lie in the region z 2 R - 1. 
Our shooting set is the line segment L connecting pc with the equilibrium point p+. 
CONDITION B. Suppose that p is a nonconstant solution of (1) such that p(0) is on the line A 
defined by the equations x = y, z = R - 1. Then either p(t) $4 L for t < 0 or x(t) # 0 for t 2 0. 
This is a variant of the condition given in [2] which is applicable to the case where p+ is 
asymptotically stable. We can now state our result about the existence of “chaos” for the Lorenz 
equations. 
THEOREM. Suppose that Conditions A-(i) and J3 hold for some (q, R, s) and some N. Suppose 
also that the equilibria pi are asymptotically stable and that two eigenvalues of the Jinearizations 
of (1) at these points are complex. Further, suppose that {Uj} is any infinite sequence of odd 
integers between 1 and 2N - 1. Then there is a solution (x, y, z) of (1) such that x has an infinite 
number of zeros in 0 < t < 00, and if {ti} is the sequence of consecutive zeros of x in [0, 00) and 
ni is the number of sign changes of x’ in (ti, &+I), then ni = ui for 1 5 i < 00. If Condition A-(ii) 
is valid, then the ui can be any odd positive integers. 
We have proved that Conditions A-(ii) and B hold at the parameter values (q, R, s) = (9,76,10). 
The basic procedure for checking Condition A was described in a recent paper by Hsssard and 
Zhang [4], where Condition A-(i) was checked for N = 2 and (q, T, s) = (~,14,10). The first step 
is to give a high order rigorous expansion of the unstable manifold around the origin, using the 
precise interval arithmetic package developed by Aberth. See [3] for the theoretical justification 
of these rigorous “precise” numerical techniques. We show that r+ intersects a very small box 
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near the origin. We then use a single precise integration of the equations to show that every 
solution starting in the box enters a positively invariant region contained in the half-space x > 0 
and containing the asymptotically stable equilibrium point p-. 
To check Condition B, we use a result of Lorenz [lo], who noted that the sphere E defined by 
x2 + y2 + (z - s - R)2 < q2(R + s>2 
4(q - 1) ’ 
is a positively invariant set for (1). The line segment L lies in E. Let R = E rl A. Also, we 
construct a positively invariant neighborhood K, contained in the region x > 0, around the 
equilibrium point p+. Let K- = {(z,y,z)I(-x, -y,z) E K). We show that every solution 
starting in R either leaves E as t decreases, without intersecting L, or else enters K U K- as t 
increases, without crossing the plane 2 = 0. 
2. DETAILS OF VEFUFICATION OF CONDITIONS A AND B 
We begin with Condition B. All calculations were for (q, R, s) = (9,76, lo), although it is easy 
to see that the results must hold in some neighborhood of this point. The first step is to find the 
positively invariant open set K contained in x > 0. This can be done by looking for a spherical 
neighborhood of p+, but it turns out that such a region is not large enough for our purposes, We 
therefore introduce a change of variables as follows: Let f(p) denote the right side of (l), and let 
G be the matrix with first row (1, 1,0) whose columns are a real eigenvector of J = f’(p+) and 
the real and imaginary parts of a complex eigenvector of J. If u = G-‘(p - p+), then 
= x1 u:: + a (IL; + u;> +UT B(u), 
where Xi = -18.2090689.. . and (Y f i p = -.8954655.. . f27.2137273.. . i are the eigenvalues 
of J, and B(u) is the nonlinear part of the differential equation for the transformed variable u. 
Since the right side of (3) includes cubic terms, we evaluate it using the Aberth package and find 
that on the surface of the sphere ](u]]p = 4.98, the right side of (3) is negative. We now transform 
the “energy” ‘IL~U back to the original coordinates, giving us a quadratic form with ellipsoidal 
level surfaces. The form 
Q = f ((.2150+ .80116z - .088519y - .24973z)2 -t (-26.19581+.19884x+ .088519y+ .24973z)2 
+ (.17514x - .71808 + .31114y - .15888~)~) 
is a sufficiently accurate approximation of the exact form. Our result is, rigorously, that K = 
{Q<+} is a positively invariant region for (1). It is easily checked that points on the line 
segment R with 20.5 < 1x1 < 30 lie in K. 
We next consider points on fl with 1x1 2 30. For these, no numerical analysis is necessary. 
We use the functional S = .z2 + y2 - +x2, which was also used in [5]. A routine calculation 
shows that if (z(t), y(t),z(t)) so ves 1 (l), with our chosen parameter values, then Se18t is an 
increasing function of t. Therefore, for t < 0, S(0) > S(t)e 18t. Using the computations of the 
unstable manifold which were done to verify Condition A, we find that the endpoints of L are 
approximately (26,26,75) and (43,43,127.5). This is all the accuracy we need for L. Further 
calculations show that S < 0 if (z, y, z) E fl and 1x1 2 30, but S > 0 on L. It follows that no 
solution p with p(O) E R and IC L 30 can intersect L on (-co, 0). 
The remaining steps to check Condition B involve solving (1) by using methods of interval 
arithmetic. We use Aberth’s demonstration program “difsys”, very slightly modified, to check 
condition Condition B on the section of R where 0 < x 5 20.5. For initial conditions on fl with x 
between 17.5 and 20.5 we check that the solution goes forward into K, while x remains positive. 
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(The symmetry of the equation means we only have to consider positive z at this stage.) For 
initial conditions on R with 0 I z I 17.5, we integrate backwards until the solution leaves the 
sphere E, while not intersecting L U L-. (L- = {( 2, z, z) 1 (-cc, -cc, z) E L}.) For a particular 
point p, = (a, a, 75) on 52 with 0 2 a 5 20.5, it is straightforward to solve (1) until reaching the 
desired region. We do this for a finite set of points on this segment and then use the following 
lemma to show that solutions starting between these points also behave as described in the last 
paragraph. 
LEMMA 1. Consider a smooth system u’ = g(u) of differential equations, where u and g(u) are in 
Iw”. For each u, let p(u) denote the largest eigenvalue of the symmetric matrix g’(u) + tr (g’(u)), 
where g’(u) is the Jacobian derivative of g evaluated at u and tr denotes transpose. 




Suppose that A(t, 6) isstrictlyincreasingin6. Ifuz isanothersolution, with llu~(O)-ui(O)IIr 5 60, 
then 
llul(t) - u2Wlll < fiS0 e w(t)/2 , 
on [O,T), where w is the solution of the initial value problem 
w’ = A(t, &is0 eW/2), w’(o) = 0. (5) 
PROOF. Suppose that the result is false, for a given 60, and choose uz(0) so that (4) fails at 
the smallest possible value tr of t. For any solution with llu(O) - u1(O)lli I SO, (4) holds on 
[0, tl). Letting u(., ue) denote the solution of u’ = f(u), u(0) = uc, we consider the mapping 
H : ug ---) u(tl,uo). Let m denote the line segment connecting ur(0) and uz(0). Then IIH(ui(O))- 
H(u2(O)lI1 < Mllw(O) - u2(0)111 where M = sup,,em IP’(~o>lll. 
Since the L1 norm of a matrix is the maximum of the L1 norms of its columns, it follows that 
to bound M we must get an L1 bound on the norm of a solution y of the variational equation 
y’(t) = g’(u(t,ue))y, where Ily(O)jli = Ily(O)lls = 1. Such a bound is easily obtained using the 
matrix g’(u) + tr (g’(u)). S ince uc lies on the segment m between ui (0) and 212(O), our choice of 
212 implies that the eigenvalues of this matrix must be less than A(t, &SO e”i2) on [0, tl]. The 
result follows easily. 
To use this result, we need an expression for p(u), which is found using Cardan’s formula for 
the roots of a cubic. Straightforward analysis verifies that we are using the correct root. For 
the Lorenz equations this expression is long but usable. It is independent of z and an increasing 
function of the variables y2 and (z - s - R)2. We first integrate backwards from the initial points 
p, with a = 0,0.1,0.2,. . . in steps of 60 = .l up to a = 8.7. We set we = 0 and calculate p(t) at 
negative integer multiples of At = .OOOO5. 
At each tj = -j At we compute Aj = A(tj, &So e”‘+1/2), and set wj = Wj-1 + (1.1) (At) Aj. 
Analysis shows that this gives a rigorous upper bound for the solution w of (5) at each tj. The 
factor 1.1 is included to insure that we are computing upper Riemann sums; it is adequate due to 
our small step size and estimates on the possible rate of change of w’. We continue the integration 
until we find that an L1 ball of radius hj = fiS0 e”ji2 around p(tj) is outside of E, verifying 
as well that during the integration, either lzJ < 24 or z > 150. These crude tests show that 
p 4 L u L- at the tj, and easy estimates on p’ cover the intervals between the tj. This process is 
continued beyond a = 8.7, but with gradually decreasing values of 60, until SO = .03 at a = 17.5. 
In both forward and backward integrations, we never had to go beyond It( = .16. 
From a = 17.5 to 20.5 we integrate forward from p, in a similar fashion, until an LI ball of 
radius hj around p(tj) enters the invariant region K. This is done by integrating until, at p(tj), 
Q < 12, and then making sure that in the L1 ball of radius hj around p(tj), Q < 12.4. In 
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this interval of a values, 60 gradually increases, from 0.01 to 0.04, and the factor 1.1 is changed 
to 1.05. The total number of forward and backward integrations was 540, but the process was 
conservative (for instance, the distance between the successive a’s could be almost doubled), so 
that this number could be reduced considerably. 
To verify Condition A, we first, use the methods for approximating the unstable manifold with 
great accuracy from [4] to show that y+ intersects the rectangular box with vertices at 
We then use the same procedure as in [4] to show that if p = (z, y, z) is a solution starting in this 
box, then x first increases to a maximum, then decreases to below zero, after which p enters the 
invariant set K- before a second zero of x. It is then clear that either x’ changes sign infinitely 
often, or p tends to p- . 
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